
Update: East Boca Raton Location Now Open! Located at the intersection of Camino Gardens, SW 2nd Ave and W Camino RealVisit East Boca Location Website
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	EYEWEAR & EYE CARE FOR YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY

2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU! BOCA RATON'S DESTINATION FOR DESIGNER AND PREMIUM EYEWEAR AND WORLD CLASS EYE CARE



Schedule Your Appointment Now


			[image: ]
2 Locations To Serve You In Boca!

 West Boca Location:

9858 Clint Moore Rd #C107
 Boca Raton, FL 33496

561-479-0521




East Boca Location:

1001 SW 2nd Ave #4000
 Boca Raton, FL 33432

561-391-2362



Store Hours
			West Boca:

Monday………..9am – 5:30pm

Tuesday……….9am – 5:30pm

Wednesday……..10am – 7pm

Thursday………9am – 5:30pm

Friday………..9am – 5:30pm

Sat + Sun……. Closed

 

East Boca:

Mon – Thur………..9am – 6pm

Friday………..10am – 5pm

Sat + Sun……. Closed



		
				Blog Posts
			
					Hard to Fit Contacts vs. Regular Contact Lenses
									
	
					Most Common Eye Conditions
									
	
					When to See an Optometrist
									
	
					The Benefits of Contacts
									
	
					Understanding the Importance of Regular Eye Exams
									
	
					What Causes Dry Eyes
									
	
					7 Eye Health Tips You Don’t Want to Overlook
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                [image: Heather Kurstin]            

            
                Heather Kurstin                16:02 08 Aug 23

                
                    
                    We have been coming to see both Dr. Nebb's for years and they are just wonderful. They are appropriately conservative and 100% honest in recommending eye care. (ie are you a candidate for Lasic etc.) They are also GREAT with kids. We highly recommend them to any family needing eye care.
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                Stephen Dye                12:08 01 Aug 23

                
                    
                    I got the 10 star service from one of the Docs there- I forgot her name sorry! This was a very thorough examination  using a lot of high tech equipment plus traditional techniques.  Service was friendly and professional. My new spectacles took 4 business days to come when I was told to expect 2 weeks. So, 5 stars and highly recommended all around!
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                Erika Sinofsky                04:03 13 Jul 23

                
                    
                    Ever since I came here, I had the warmest welcome from my friend dear friend Angel.. & then Luis...

Although they have moved on, I am sadly missing them.
How MUCH they made Boca Eye Care Clint Moore really Shine....
From love given to patients, nice to them or not... Accuracy, going above and beyond for me ALWAYS.
The list can keep going, truly.

I then had the pleasure of meeting my girl, lovely Kadie!
She has always been a sweetheart, always amazing customer/patient service skills, very caring, thorough, AND always went above and beyond for me too...
AND so on top of it ALL!
ANOTHER 5 star asset, thank god, that is still with them!

Last but never least...
My doctor, Dr.Nebb!
A VERY wonderful Doctor!!
She is sweet, caring, very compassionate, and very very thorough with her exam...
(check-up's, contact exams/accurately perfect glasses lense RX's/AND always perfect prescriptions)

If anyone comes on here with a review less than 5 stars, you need to do something better with your life than FALSE hater comments. DOUBTFUL to ever have a bad experience with Boca Family Eye Care - Clint Moore (my spot) and even East location has been very nice (ALIM! WOOHOO HAHA)

SINCERELY,
Your FAV. Patient EVA
Erika S.
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                Jlevs B5                18:25 18 May 23

                
                    
                    Went here with my rx to get glasses. First visit was neutral, nothing bad but nothing impressive either. Their display of raybans and oakleys were disappointing.
I got a rayban wayfarer in rx and as common as they are, i got the “they’re backordered”. Took them more than a month to call me that my glasses were ready. I got their and they hand me my glasses which to my surprised was not the same frame i ordered. They said the black one i got is still on backorder so they gave me a nlue one instead. I was mildly infuriated because when i got the call they never mentioned the glass isnt the same i ordered. I told them they should not have called and told me to stop by, and have me waste the drive up there.
Probably wouldnt go back here again, not so much of the customer service but the disappointing displays of raybans/oakleys, which are pretty much the two most common brands of glasses.
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                Mitchell Cantor                16:39 21 Mar 23

                
                    
                    Boca Family Eye Care is an excellent place to trust your eye care.  Alan and his staff are all very professional and friendly.  I am so happy I found them.  They will be my eye care specialists going forward.  Give them a try, you will not regret it.
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                greg abbey                18:51 10 May 22

                
                    
                    My first time visit yesterday at boca family eye care was absolutely fantastic and the process was very easy .all thanks to Kadie and her professional and outstanding caringness toward the customer..thank u and I will continue to be a customer of boca family eye care.
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                April Cueva                01:13 09 May 22

                
                    
                    My family and I have been coming here for years and we always have a great experience when we go! Angel is very knowledgeable and caring, which is the main reason why we've been coming back and will continue to do so in
the future!
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                Dee Mennella                14:27 20 Apr 22

                
                    
                    Boca Family Eye Care is one of the best  Eye places around town .I've been a patient for years , I moved a few years ago and still drive to see them for all my eye needs .
The doctors are great and  knowledgeable. They listen and are very good at helping you to see your best .
The staff are all friendly and so helpful.
Angel is amazing,  friendly and caring, so much  knowledge bringing  his years of experience to be able to help guide you in making the decisions for your eye glasses and the best care for your eyes .
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                ALEXANDER ROUDE                21:13 07 Feb 22

                
                    
                    Boca Family Eye Care is the Best. They are friendly, professional, always look out for your best interest and treat you like family from the start to end.  Big shout out to Angel, a gentleman, professional and always has a bright smile.
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                Devon Fernandez                04:45 05 Nov 21

                
                    
                    The professionalism shown by the team was amazing. And the best part is they treat you like family. We actually enjoyed our eye exam. Dr. Neeb is very good at what he does and most importantly (for me) he does not rush you through your exam. Especially when you're having to pick whether slide one is better than slide two. We also worked with Angel and he made the tests and pictures of our eyes fun! His personality is nothing but a pleasure. The whole team is astonishing and seeing them all work together helping each person that walks through their front door in a timely manner is awesome. We will stay with them as longs as we live in south Florida! Thank you all for helping us and we can't wait to get our glasses!
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                Sophie West                22:23 02 Nov 21

                
                    
                    The team here is incredible - very professional, knowledgeable, and friendly. Quickest and most painless vision appointment I’ve ever had! Their frame selection is amazing, I’m surprised I managed to walk out with just one pair! Angel is the best and will definitely go back to see him. 10/10 highly recommend!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Ben Galin]            

            
                Ben Galin                20:45 20 Sep 21

                
                    
                    Quick, easy, efficient, clean. Super quick, had appointment at 3:30, got there a tad early, had a comprehensive eye exam for my 9 year old, and got her Rx and picked out frames all within 45 mins including the 15 mins of picking out frames! Highly recommend
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                Nancy Chychrun                14:54 14 May 21

                
                    
                    I went to the new location in East Boca & Dr. Agramonte & staff were amazing. I felt welcomed & comfortable. She was patient, kind, & thoroughly explained all testing. I highly recommend this office.
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                lesley stewart                20:36 21 Apr 21

                
                    
                    Customer service is outstanding!! My brand new sunglasses were chewed by my dog and when I asked if anything could be done, Angel took care of the whole situation. I am beyond thrilled and cannot recommend this business highly enough!!
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                Katie Forrest                18:56 19 Mar 21

                
                    
                    The people here were truly amazing. Made the process fun and enjoyable and also extremely professional. Beyond happy with my experience!!!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Albert Medina (Esq.)]            

            
                Albert Medina (Esq.)                16:42 04 Mar 21

                
                    
                    Quick service and professional atmosphere. Very informative as to eye health and vision issues. Highly recommend!
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                Amy Cohen                15:42 26 Feb 21

                
                    
                    Had the best experience...Angel is amazing! They got it right the first time, which has never happened before. My glasses are perfect, and I can’t say enough good things about Boca family eye. Amy Cohen
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                Elizabeth Stux                15:01 17 Feb 21

                
                    
                    Wonderful experience.  Very caring doctors and staff.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Bilal Z Kayyali]            

            
                Bilal Z Kayyali                21:09 11 Feb 21

                
                    
                    The best Eye care centre in town,  very professional ,great service, Thank you
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                Kenny Vasquez                21:14 09 Feb 21

                
                    
                    Always a great experience.  Professional and extremely helpful.  Doctor Rachel Nebb is amazing!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jen Rose]            

            
                Jen Rose                13:50 08 Dec 20

                
                    
                    We always get excellent, warm and friendly customer service here. A few days ago, Luis stayed a few minutes after closing to replace my daughter's glasses! He went above and beyond to accommodate us after hours - quickly and efficiently - and with a smile! We always have a great experience here, thank you Boca Family Eye Care! Thank you Luis!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Rick Charneco]            

            
                Rick Charneco                18:25 19 Oct 20

                
                    
                    Exceptional experience highly recommend this practice. Dr Agramonte was thorough with my exam. A great transition to Drs Glass.
Front office and optical tech were extremely professional.
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                Mike Fisher                23:01 02 Mar 20

                
                    
                    Went in for an exam. The glasses my insurance would cover were such garbage that this store should be embarrassed to even offer them. They offered me a discount but WOULD NOT ACCEPT my insurance. It was either a discount or insurance. I went to Costco and paid half the price with more options and no discount.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: jeff yurman]            

            
                jeff yurman                00:14 23 Jan 20

                
                    
                    THANK YOU !!! VERY MUCH! HEATHER , YOUR AN ASSET TO BOCA FAMILY EYE CENTER! I KNOW THEY "SEE" THAT EVERY DAY.YOU KNOW YOUR PRODUCTS,YOU ARE PROFESSIONAL, A GREAT LISTENER,KIND,PATIENT,AND CHANGED MY VIEW EVERY MINUTE, DAY & NIGHT ,THANKS TO MY NEW BI-FOCAL GLASSES. YOU ARE AMAZING! I WILL SCHEDULE TO SEE YOU FOR A SECOND BACK UP PAIR.GOD BLESS YOU & YOUR BEAUTIFUL FAMILY! JEFFREY YURMAN, GUERTY SAYS HI!
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                Debbie Brand                14:19 26 Sep 19

                
                    
                    I went to Boca Family Eye Care for my very first eye check up.  From the moment I stepped in, Angel was a perfect Angel.  He was so pleasant and has a wonderful personality.  I ended up needing glasses and he new the perfect pair that would look good on me and I absolutely love them.  I have received so many compliments.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Larrissa Otero]            

            
                Larrissa Otero                13:20 29 Aug 19

                
                    
                    I have finally found a practice that I can trust! After having a terrible experience with another eye doctor in Boca I was really happy with this place.
Dr. Nebb was able to give me the perfect prescription, which other doctors couldn’t and Luis helped me to work with my insurance to give me another chance and get my benefits back. They are honest and very professional! My whole family will be going there from now on!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Lauren Nolan]            

            
                Lauren Nolan                19:13 31 Jul 19

                
                    
                    Fast and easy! Heather was awesome helping me pick out and order my glasses. Thanks!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: shayna whitman]            

            
                shayna whitman                18:35 22 Jul 19

                
                    
                    Great service, everyone there is extremely welcoming and friendly. Office is very clean, bright, and open. Dr. Rachel Nebb is extremely knowledgeable and trustworthy. Very happy I found this office!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Angela Gold]            

            
                Angela Gold                13:24 09 Jul 19

                
                    
                    I could not be happier with the service I received when I went for my exam and to get fitted for glasses. Heather was absolutely wonderful in helping me pick out the perfect pair! I would highly recommend this place to anyone in need and I'll be back!!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Mackenzie Vecchio]            

            
                Mackenzie Vecchio                15:47 09 May 19

                
                    
                    I have been coming to this family eye doctor practice for years, and absolutely love them! The two doctors are patient and dedicated to providing the best care. The office staff is polite and efficent. Definitely coming back!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Michael Glozman]            

            
                Michael Glozman                23:08 30 Apr 19

                
                    
                    The staff is friendly and knowledgeable. Dr. Rachel Nebb is both caring and professional. I've worked with Angel Negron, their incredible optician, who took care of me like family with impeccable attention to detail. Couldn't think of going anywhere else!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Emmanuel A]            

            
                Emmanuel A                18:17 26 Apr 19

                
                    
                    The Best Optometrist in Town. I will recommend this place to everyone, the Doctors and the staff are very professional and friendly, they know what they're doing. Luis, Heater, Karina and Angel they are very special.
Got my Exam and my spectacular glasses, i'm very happy with everyone.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Stacy Weintraub]            

            
                Stacy Weintraub                15:46 08 Apr 19

                
                    
                    I highly recommend Boca Family Eye Care. I was a bit nervous having my eyes examined but Dr. Nebb made me feel comfortable and  after my exam Heather took care of everything. Thank you Boca Family Eye Care for all of your expertise and compassion. I will definitely be back.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Angela Dalaq]            

            
                Angela Dalaq                20:45 18 Mar 19

                
                    
                    From the east coast area (Merritt Island) and was heading to Miami for a cruise. I just received my new glasses from my home town optometrist and my lens popped out. Very frustrated, I searched in the Boca area where I was at and first on the list was Boca Family Eye care. I walked in with all smiles and a pleasant greeting, I explained my issue and the gentleman took my glasses with confidence and told me he was sorry about the circumstances and he could definitely get it fix in no time and assured me that they will not pop out again.  Very pleased with the staff and their immediate response. I will definitely give them my business in the future. Can’t thank you enough for saving the day!!!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Andrea Quellman]            

            
                Andrea Quellman                19:00 08 Jan 19

                
                    
                    I am so thankful! Thank you Heather and Boca Family Eye Care, for being so efficient & seamless. The entire staff was just so helpful.  I walked in for a pair of prescription glasses (I’ve been procrastinating going with an 18 month old!) They have an awesome and large selection.  I was in and out in 15 minutes, with my new glasses ready for pickup 4 days later.

I just picked them up and they are perfect. Heather is the best. Thank you!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Jonathan Brito]            

            
                Jonathan Brito                02:40 07 Nov 18

                
                    
                    I had a wonderful experience Boca Family Eye Care. I had appointment for an eye exam with Dr Nebb and it was great. He made me feel at ease. Edam and the staff was very knowledgeable and helped me pick my first pair of glasses. I would definitely recommend this place. It was amazing.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Frank Nitty]            

            
                Frank Nitty                16:34 06 Nov 18

                
                    
                    I was on vacation this past summer my wife needed some emergency glasses and with great customer service in a speed recovery they have helped my wife with some brand pair of new eyes DR Nebb gave us great customer satisfaction I recommend him if your going to visit
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                Jackson Bloom                21:37 05 Nov 18

                
                    
                    Absolutely love this group and the attention I receive from both doctors and staff! My daughter has been wearing glasses since before age 1 and this group really knows exactly what we need at each stage and has been very helpful finding the best brands and fit for her.  Huge selection. This place is it if you've got kids with glasses!
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Johna Smith]            

            
                Johna Smith                18:42 04 Nov 18

                
                    
                    I will be coming back! Absolutely LOVED Dr Nebb’s professionalism and personable nature. Heather (who will forever be my favorite optician) was very patient and knowledgeable about both glasses and contacts and so helpful! Her service alone could easily persuade me to make the trip out of state for this practice for all of my vision needs. Luis performed my testing quickly and was very polite as well! The staff Is AMAZING! Thank you for being so awesome, Heather. I WILL be coming back.
                

            

        

                
            
                [image: Sheila Valentin-Godinez]            

            
                Sheila Valentin-Godinez                13:15 17 Sep 18

                
                    
                    Thank you so much for my new Tom Ford Glasses.  Heather you are the best and your service was amazing.  Keep up the great job guys.
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